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About This Game

Experience the future of illicit hydrojet racing, where armored riders kick out death-defying stunts over massive waterfalls,
dodge cops through public waterways, and boost at breakneck speeds across surging waves.

You are a hydrojet rider, framed and cast out from the Riptide GP league, forced to race illegally through city waterways,
flooded ruins, and churning factory machinery in an effort to reclaim your reputation and your title. Play through the single

player career to unlock new vehicles, playable characters, and customization features as you take down bosses and build your
crew.

Then, take your skills online for the ultimate test as you battle opponents around the world in 8-player online matches.
Challenge your friends for leaderboard supremacy in the ghost-racing challenge mode. You can even play locally in split screen

races with up to 4 players!

Riptide GP: Renegade is the first game in the acclaimed Riptide GP series to be redesigned from the ground up specifically for
modern desktop PC and console hardware. Featuring thrill-ride race tracks packed with shortcuts, secrets, and interactive

obstacles, Riptide GP: Renegade is the action-arcade water racer for a new generation.

FEATURES

• Thrill-Ride Environments - Blast across floating factory platforms, brave hurricane-strength waves, and infiltrate a military
base in the midst of battle. Every race track is packed with interactive set pieces, dynamic obstacles and secret shortcuts.
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• Deep Career Mode - Battle your way through a variety of races and boss fights to reach the top of the underground hydro jet
racing circuit. Earn cash and experience to upgrade and customize your hydro jet, unlock new stunts, and increase your rider's

performance.

• Online Multiplayer - Compete online in thrilling 8 player matchups against the best players from around the world.

• Split Screen Multiplayer - Challenge your friends in local split-screen multiplayer championships. Play with up to 4 players
on a single machine! (Additional gamepads controllers required))

• Challenge Mode - Take command of the leaderboards and test your skills against ghost recordings of your friends' best
performances.

• Transforming Vehicles - Collect and upgrade a garage full of blisteringly fast hydro jets that transform while you ride them.
Win money to upgrade and customize each one.

• State of the Art Water Racing - Riptide GP: Renegade brings dynamic water racing to a new level of excitement with
breathtaking water physics, splash-tastic spray effects, and more! Every race is different because the surface you race on is

always changing.

• Full gamepad integration

• Steam Complete - Compete with your friends on leaderboards, unlock challenging achievements, and keep your game going
from device to device with cloud data syncing.
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Great little addicting and relaxing game :). I played this game all the way through when it first came out on the xbox 360.

This is my favorite puzzle FPG game.

The map is very primitive but the gameplay makes up for it. The monsters slowly increase in difficulty but you never feel like a
battle is impossible. Unlike other puzzle games that restrict the board layout or prevent invalid moves, this does neither. If you
perform valid moves in a row your multiplier goes up. If you get stuck you can do an invalid move to set up for more plays. The
only penalty is a reduction in the multiplier.

There is a lot of variety to your roster and the effects are nice as well.

The only downsides are that the audio is choppy and there is no native controller support. I was able to create a controller
mapping in Pinnacle Game Profiler in about 10 minutes that matched how it played on the xbox.. \u0627\u0644\u0644\u0647
\u0628\u0627\u0631 \u0627\u0644\u0645\u0633\u064a\u062e. I have played this game times in the past, even played it on
Windows 7, but since I have updated to Windows 8.1 the message advises not to run the game because of resolution issues and
there is no way, that I can find to correct this issue.. wow this is one of the worst game i ever played, it only took 10 minutes for
me to figure how unplayable and broken this game, the mechanic is the worst, there is no option menu even a tutorial, bad game
design, and boring gameplay, totally a really bad WipeOut series rip-off.... We laughed and laughed. Definitely do it standing
up, if you can. This is hillarious. If you like carnival rides, this is for you.. Great mod for CoH, but when we can play with other
factions then British and German Empire ?
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Game is very unpolished, even for an early access title. The walking parts of the game are very slow, buggy and tedious.
Auto pilot is clunky and kills the immersion.
Combat is meh with effects that look like they belong in a game 15 years older.
Characters and voice acting are all uninspiring.

Probably the worse thing in the game is the non-adjustable throttle (afterburner only) as it is very very hard to use.. 5/5. Took
Q3A and added team play mechanics.. This was my most anticpated game in the series to get an english translation, and I can
say I'm very pleased with how the game plays out.

If you've invested lots of time into the other games and think you're hot♥♥♥♥♥♥at Princess Maker, jumping into PM3 blind
may very well throw you for a loop. There are a lot of changes from the games that precede, and succeed it.

It has some unique mechanics, some of which will make you wish the future games kept, and some at the very worst, make PM3
stand out from the other games in the series which as good as they are, sometimes are a bit too similiar.

Two thumbs up for any fan of the series, and a recommendation for anyone interested in the series.. A pretty bad Diablo clone
from a bad developer. Very cheap crap game.

Every time I'd launched it, being forced to download that 66 resources which take ages to download. I have 7.6MB\/s Internet
download speed at home, so this is NOT my IDS problem.

The only good thing about this game maybe is the 1 achievement you can grab after completing the tutorial which guarantees
you 1 perfect game for your achievments showcase.

But paying that for 2.99$, not worth it.

Scarlet's Score: 1.0 \/10
_____________________________________________________________

Updated**: Now seem they somehow manage to fix the long waiting time on downloading the resources. However, the game
stuck on loading screen around 34% loading progress. Unplayable still, deleted the game from my library myself. Trashes are
not welcomed here. HOT WHEELS, BEAT THAT!!. do not buy this game if your computer isnt 10 years old. I will not work
on modern boxes. Steam is once again silent on support and isnt made clear on the offering that 99% of customers cant play it.
what a total scam
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